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During Fuzz’s set at the 2015 Burger Boogaloo in Oakland, CA,
bandleader Ty Segall shouted out his girlfriend thusly: “Denée! My
Satanic witch!” The language he uses to describe Denée Petracek (who
also designs his album art) on his ninth and self-titled album is no less
florid. “I don’t want to call you baby, ” Segall muses on “Orange Color
Queen.” It seems he has an affinity for calling her things like his “lips of
silver honey,” or his “cherry fizzled sundae,” or his “tree inside an
airplane”

This amorous starchild gibberish has a precedent in Marc Bolan, one of
Segall’s many heroes (queue up any song from T. Rex’s Electric Warrior
to hear some of the weirdest pillow-talk ever put to record.) Segall knows
how Bolan thinks—he’s released not one but two collections of T. Rex
covers—and it’s delightful to hear him apply his hero’s language to his own life. He’s also done a pretty damn good
job of approximating Bolan’s voice, mewling out his vowels and adding just enough British inflection not to obviously
sound like he’s putting on a fake accent.

But though the worship is obvious, Ty Segall never really sounds like Bolan. Musically, it’s pretty all-over-the-place,
from the Sweet-style bubblegum of “Thank You Mr. K” to the stately “Papers,” which evokes the genteel, proto-indie
side of classic rock epitomized by late-‘60s Kinks. “Orange Color Queen” and early ballad “Freedom” hew a bit
closer to Bolan’s starry-eyed balladry. But if not for Segall’s vocal inflections, the cues wouldn’t be nearly as obvious.

What matters is that this record feels like Bolan. Segall, who allegedly owns only one pedal, has no interest in
meticulously replicating sounds recorded long ago. He doesn’t imitate, he internalizes, and here he nails the
balance between escapism and emotional heft that’s at the core of all T. Rex records. We feel Segall’s love for
Denée. We also feel like he’s singing from another planet. In Segall’s world, if you don’t comb your hair, it
disappears. People have names like “Mardy Joe” and “Sammy Gross,” just like they did in old rock ‘n’ roll songs but
never in the real world. And “tree inside an airplane ” is a perfectly acceptable compliment to give a girl.

It’s interesting Segall would decide to cut an album like this now. His last album Emotional Mugger was a revelation
in that it sounded so unlike any previous reference point—either in Segall’s catalog or anyone else’s—it seemed to
prove Segall’s vision could stand independent of the forebears that fed it. To follow it up with such a worshipful
record seems regressive.

It would be a pretty solid theory to suggest that Segall just really likes T. Rex at this point in his life. Petracek’s
website is now titled “deneesegall.com,” suggesting the two are engaged or married. This explains the glut of love
songs here, something Segall’s not really known for. Nearly every song here is directed at a “you,” and hair—either
long or orange, both of which apply to Petracek’s—as a running theme. Perhaps the cosmic romance in Bolan’s
music spoke to Segall in this moment of bliss.

This still doesn’t explain why he decided to self-title the album. When you’ve been in the game as long as Segall,
self-titling usually indicates a statement of purpose or an encapsulation of what’s come before. Ty Segall is neither;
an opportunity seems to have been wasted. This isn’t a masterpiece, nor does it sum up Segall’s purpose. It’s just
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another hat he’s decided to rock.
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